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The UN Releases Plan to Push for Worldwide Internet Censorship

By Michael Krieger, September 27, 2015

The UN now wants to tell governments of the world how to censor the internet. I wish I was
kidding.

The Dehumanization of the “Arab”: The Media Repeats Small Lies to Make “One Big
Lie”

By William Bowles, September 27, 2015

I wrote this thirteen years ago and on rereading it now I think it deserves a fresh airing
given as how things have just gone downhill since then with the total demonisation of the
Muslim/Arab in the so-called civilised world.

Know World War II, Avoid World War III. US Provocation and Propaganda directed
against China

By Tony Cartalucci, September 27, 2015

An Asian state aggressively expanding its military, bullying its neighbors, illegally fortifying
islands, and bent on regional, then global domination – sound familiar? Are you thinking it’s
China 2015? No, it is Japan 1937-1944.
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Jeremy Corbyn’s Economic Vision

By Stephen Lendman, September 27, 2015
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America,  Israel  and Britain  are  the  developed world’s  most  unequal  countries.  Wealth
disparity in all three are extreme and widening – government-sponsored hellishness for their
ordinary citizens, finding it increasingly harder to get by on stagnating low incomes, reduced
benefits and rising cost of food, shelter, healthcare and other essentials.

Prescription for Prosperity: The Public Banking Remedy

By Michael Welch, Ellen Brown, and Kéllia Ramares, September 27, 2015

Herb Wiseman, COMER’s Information officer will  join us in the first half hour to explain the
need  for  monetary  reform,  the  historic  role  of  the  Bank  of  Canada,  and  why  it  was
abandoned by the feds. Global Research News Hour contributor Kellia Ramares-Watson
completes the hour with a previously recoded interview with Ellen Brown on the theme of
banking as a public utility. Ellen Brown is founder of the Public Banking Institute, and author
of Web Of Debt: The Shocking Truth about our Money System and How we can Break Free,
and her more recent From Austerity to Prosperity: The Public Bank Solution.
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